Speaking & Presenting Scavenger Hunt

**Purpose:** The goal of this activity is to familiarize students with the speaking services and resources provided by the Writing and Speaking Center.

**Directions:** Go to the Writing and Speaking Center website (www.smcm.edu/writingcenter). Click the link on the left menu bar labeled “Speaking and Presenting.” Answer the questions below based on the information provided by the Center website.

1. Click “Writing Tutorials vs. Speaking Tutorials,” and read the blurb for that section.

   How does the procedure for scheduling an appointment for speaking/presentation tutorials compare to the procedure for scheduling an appointment for writing tutorials?

   ____________________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________________

2. Read the next section, entitled “Speaking Center Location and Hours.”

   How can you schedule a speaking/presentation tutorial if the hours listed do not work for you?

   ____________________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________________

3. Read the next section, entitled “Ways to Use Speaking Tutoring.”

   **List 3 different things on which you might work during a speaking tutorial:**

   1. ___________________________________________
   2. ___________________________________________
   3. ___________________________________________

4. Read the next two sections, entitled “Other Speaking/Presentation Services” and “Available Equipment and Resources.”

   If you choose to work alone (instead of directly with a tutor) during a speaking/presentation appointment, what might you work on?

   ____________________________________________________________________________

   **List two pieces of equipment available in the Speaking Center for student use:**

   1. ___________________________________________
   2. ___________________________________________

5. Look at the syllabi for your classes this semester. For which assignments might you benefit from using the Speaking Center for a tutorial or practice?

   ____________________________________________________________________________